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of this study, a possible approach is that of providing air
travelers with personalized recommendations [13], [14] about
the available commercial facilities that suit as more as possible
their preferences and interests. This task is rather complex to
realize because it requires several steps, namely:
• acquiring preliminary information about passengers and
their interests by complying with privacy rules at the same
time [15];
• tracking passengers’ movements around the terminal [16];
• taking into account passengers’ slack time [17].
Providing passengers with a personalized support requires
the knowledge of some information about them (i.e., age,
sex, job) and their main interests (i.e., preferences for product
categories). As for personal information, some of them could
be obtained/deduced when a passenger is processed at security
checkpoints before entering the departure area1 . Unfortunately,
data gathered at airport security checkpoints are subjected to
manifold restrictions mainly due to privacy rules [20], which
can also differ among countries, and are not available for the
above aims. Therefore, the main way to acquire the desired
information is that of requiring it directly to passengers [21],
for instance in return for the access to some reserved terminal
services offered for free (e.g., Wi-Fi connection, discounts).
The second listed step is addressed to identify the current
traveler’s position inside the terminal for providing him/her
with suitable personalized suggestions, offers and so on, by
following a “now, here, only-for-me” approach. As the precise
tracking of passengers’ movements by using GPS2 is practically impossible, the remaining opportunities are i) the analysis
of the images by dedicate cameras (e.g., different from those
belonging to the security system) and/or ii) the explotation of
Wi-Fi [22]/Bluetooth [23] connections used by smarthphones
and tablets. In particular, the analysis of camera images also
provides people density information [24], while each Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth fingerprints can return the number of connected
devices for each of their hot-spot (note that these two wireless
technologies should be set with different and suitable operating
ranges and that, in the proposed framework, very low power
Bluetooth connections will work only as detection points).
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the terminal in a pleasant way after wasting time in queues
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Airports play a fundamental role in the mobility of people
and goods for middle-long range trips and a significant number
of studies exist on the different aspects involved in their
management (e.g., transport, financial and security issues) [1]–
[6], included strict regulatory constraints to cope with air
travelers inside the departure terminals [7].
Three main facilities can be identified for a given airport [8]:
i) service areas, ii) waiting areas and iii) commercial activities.
More in detail, in the service areas passengers access all the
services addressed to process the flow of travelers departing
from the airport (e.g., check-in, passport and security controls,
baggage drop) [9]. Waiting areas, where passengers may wait
before boarding their flight, are equipped with seats (e.g.,
lounges and open seating areas, usually close to the departure
gates) and free services for travelers (e.g., information desks,
Wi-Fi, toilets). Finally, commercial areas consists of shops,
food courts, currency exchange and so on, available to air
travelers waiting their flights.
In this scenario, air passengers desire to both avoid wasting
time in queues and controls and spend pleasantly their slack
time inside the terminal [10], [11]. On the other hand, airport
operators have to optimize all the terminal activities and,
at the same time, give profitability to the assets directly or
indirectly managed by them [12] (e.g., commercial areas inside
the terminal, car parks outside the terminal and so on) by
complying with national and international rules [7].
The challenge of satisfying both the passengers’ desire of
enjoying their slack time and the airport operator’s needs of
increasing the revenues from the airport commercial areas is
of great interest. As for the first goal, which is the focus

1 In large airport, security checkpoint operators realize the first identification
by using ticket and document [18], while a further identification may be
based on video analysis processes realized by specialized softwares, which
also allows the traveler’ movements around the terminal to be tracked [19].
2 The use of the GPS technology is very difficult inside the terminal.
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The final required step is addressed to know in advance the
number of passengers that could be present in the departure
terminal at a given time and their estimated slack time.
Generally, the whole amount of demand on a yearly basis
is estimated to understand the development opportunities for
both airlines and airports [25], [26]. However, in this case
it is more relevant to identify not simply the number of
departing passengers but mainly the air terminal processing
procedures [27].
In particular, processing procedures are modeled by queuing
theory approaches, which include the estimate of the time
required to carry out a terminal procedure, roughly made by
the time necessary to provide the service to the passenger and
the time the passenger has to spent in queue. The service time
depends by both the nature of the service and the specific
adopted procedure, which often follows service requirements
and/or security regulations. The time spent in queue depends
on the length of the queue that, in turn, depends on i) the
number of passenger requiring the service at the same time
interval and ii) the efficiency of the service process [16]. The
set of terminal procedures can be summarized as a chain of
processes, where two consecutive processes are separated by
time varying intervals. In large airports also acting as hubs,
the number of passengers increases quickly during peak hours
and generates congestion and delays, which generally increase
the time required to perform terminal procedures [27]. Modeling the probability density function describing passengers
arrivals at airport facilities allows better managing airport
resources [28].
In the context above described, this paper intends to contribute by designing an agent-based framework where each
traveler inside the airport departure area is associated with a
personal agent whose goal is to provide personalized suggestions for enjoying slack times. More in detail, the personal
agent runs on a traveler’s mobile device, by exploiting a
free app required for accessing some reserved free terminal
services, and by interacting with both its user and other components of the agent-based framework, will build a light user
profile as closed as possible to his/her interests [29]. In such a
scenario, the user will be supported with some suggestions
potentially interesting for him/her generated by using both
content-based (CB) [30] and collaborative filtering (CF) [31]
techniques. Such recommendations will take into account i) the
user profile, ii) the current position of the traveler (determined
by exploiting his/her device and the terminal hot-spots), iii)
his/her slack time also depending on the crowd degree of
the terminal areas and the amount of time remaining before
the scheduled departing time and iv) the terminal resources
available for the traveler.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The
proposed agent-based framework is described in detail in
Section II, while Section III introduces some information about
the computation of the slack time, and Section IV deals with
the proposed recommender algorithm. Section V presents the
relevant literature related to the matter presented here and,
finally, in Section VI some conclusions are drawn.

II. T HE PROPOSED AGENT- BASED F RAMEWORK
The structure of the proposed agent-based framework (from
hereafter only AF) is quite simple (see Figure 1) and consists
of three mutually interacting components which are:
• the Personal Agent (PA);
• the Commercial Agent (CA);
• the Terminal Agent (TA);
Tasks, profiles and behaviors of all the AF components will
be briefly described in the following sections.

TA
CA
PA

Fig. 1. The Agent-based Framework

A. The Personal Agent (PA)
A PA is an agent pre-activated and identifiable (i.e.,
equipped a unique identifier) associated with a free app
running on a passenger’s device (i.e., a smartphone, a notebook
or a tablet). This app is provided by the airport company and it
is necessary to access to some services provided for free to the
passengers. The PA does not require expensive computational
tasks and/or a great amount of storage resources to its host
device.
The main tasks carried out by a PA include:
• interacting with its owner both for:
– acquiring some personal information;
– acquiring the product categories meeting the owner’s
interest with respect to the terminal resources;
• interacting with CAs and TAs agents.
Each PA builds, manages and updates a light XML agent
profile [32], represented in Fig. 2, consisting of:
• the PA Identifier (PAId), which is unique into the AF;
3
• some basic personal owner data ;
3 Note that the system recognizes a traveler by means of the identifier of
its associated PA and, therefore, the required personal data only consists of
age, sex, job, trip reason and similar information voluntarily provided by the
traveler in the respect of his/her privacy.
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the nearest TA6 ); ii) sends its product category list to
all the PA connected to its associated hot-spot; iii) sends
periodically the number of devices and the identifiers of
the PAs connected to its associated Bluetooth hot-spot
and the identifiers of the PAs that interacted with the
CA, to assist a traveler in a purchase, to the nearest TA.

PA Profile

PA Identifier (PAId)
Personal Data
Product Categories
of Interest

Fig. 2. The PA Profile

C. The Terminal Agent (TA)
A TA is an agent associated with a Wi-Fi hot-spot. A TA
also generates CF recommendations (for all the PAs connected
with its associated Wi-Fi hot-spot) by taking into account both
the travelers’ interests and the commercial resources available
inside its operating range.
More TAs can be active into the AF and, from a functional
point of view, they are interchangeable.
Each TA performs manifold activities, more precisely it:
• takes into account the number of wireless connections
and agents (e.g., PAs and CAs) active in the operating
range of its associated Wi-Fi hot-spot;
• stores the resources available in its operating range.
• stores the profiles of each connected PA agent;
• collects the information received by CAs (see above) to
roughly monitor the travelers’ position inside the terminal
and their potential interests;
• generates CF recommendations (see Section IV);
• maintains an updated list of the AF product categories;
To realize its goals a TA builds, manages and updates a
XML profile [34], represented in Fig. 3, and uses the information stored in its profile to realize its goals. In particular,
a TA profile is formed by the three sections i) Working Data,
ii) PA Data and iii) CA Data. More in detail:
• the Working Data section stores:

4

the product categories of interest selected by the owner
from a list taking into account the commercial resources
available inside the terminal (see below).
The PA behavior consists of two main activities, namely:
• setup: The first time it is active, it receives the list of
the AF product categories of interest (from a TA) and
interacts with the PA owner to acquire both personal and
interests information.
• operative: To support its owner, the PA:
– interacts with CAs and TAs, associated with
Bluetooth/Wi-Fi hot-spots, each time its device enters into their operating ranges5 ;
– updates its profile and sends a copy to the nearest
TA (see below);
– computes (CB) and presents (CB and CF) recommendations generated for the PA owner (see Section IV) and other opportunities (like advertising,
discount codes and so on) proposed, also based
on his/her current position inside the terminal (see
below).
•

B. The Commercial Agent (CA)
This agent is associated with both a commercial facility
placed inside the departure terminal and a Bluetooth hot-spot.
The main activities of a CA consist of:
• storing and updating the list of the product categories
made available by the associated commercial facility;
• considering the number of devices and PAs active in the
operating range of its associated Bluetooth hot-spot;
• taking into account the detected purchases performed
with the PA assistance (e.g., by using a TA discount
code).
• interacting with PAs and TAs agents;
The CA behavior consists of the following activities:
• setup: The first time the CA is active, it registers its
presence with the closer TA from which receives its
identifier and the AF list of all the product categories
available into the terminal.
• operative: The CA : i) selects from the AF list of product
categories those present into its associated commercial
facility (when this CA list changes, it sends a copy to

6 When a new product category needs, its insertion into the AF list of
product categories can be required to a TA by the associated CA.

TA Profile

TA Identifier
Agent List
Working Data

...
Agent Identifier
...

Product Category
List

...
Agent Identifier
Personal Data

PA Data

Product Categories
of Interest

...
...

Agent Identifier
SA Data

4 Note that for privacy reasons the PA will not monitor the traveler’s activity
on his/her device for automatically extracting his/her interests [33].
5 Note that the PA exploits Bluetooth connections only to communicate its
presence in a narrower range with respect to that of a Wi-Fi hot-spot.

Product Category
List

...

Fig. 3. The TA Profile
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...
Category

...Time

– the TA Identifier;
– the Agent List containing the identifiers of all the
contacted PAs and CAs;
– the Product Category List storing all the product
categories managed by the TA.
• The PA Data stores the PA profiles and, for each product
category of interest, takes into account the PA owner’s
interest (see Section IV);
• The CA Data stores the identifier of each CA and
the product categories made available by its associated
commercial facility.
The behavior of a TA consists of the following activities:
• assigning an identifier (unique into the AF) to all the
CAs requiring to be registered and providing PAs and
CAs with the updated list of the Categories of Interest
managed by the AF;
• interacting with PAs in both receiving their profiles and
transmitting the CF recommendation suitably generated
for their associated travelers (see Section IV) for supporting their slack time;
• interacting with CAs to receive the product categories
available in their associated commercial facility and
(periodically) the number of devices connected to the
associated hot-spot, the identifiers of all the connected
PAs at a given time and those of the PAs assisting a
passenger in a purchase;
• maintaining updated the list of the AF categories of
interest.

•

STi = ESDi − LTi

(2)

where LTi is the time spent by passenger i at the checkpoint, while queuing to be processed, which depends on
the expected number of passengers in ∆t, EP∆t and the
expected∑number of passengers for all flights j in ∆t,
N∆t = j Nj .

III. E STIMATION OF THE T RAVELER ’ S S LACK T IME
The recommender algorithm works by considering the slack
time of each traveler, which depends on the arrival time at
the terminal checkpoints with regard to the expected takeoff time of his/her flight. The slack time can be estimated
based on data collected at the security control desks. In fact,
collecting data coming from the automatic detection of the barcoded Boarding Pass (BP) (e.g., the barcode reading of paper
and/or mobile boarding cards) of each passenger identifies
both his/her arrival time at security checkpoints and the time
he/she enters inside the departure area to take his/her flight,
other than information on departure and boarding times.
By following [28], an estimate of the slack time can be
obtained by the Early Scheduled Delay (ESD) measuring the
earliness arrival of passengers at checkpoints, which is here
defined as the difference between the BP scan Time (BP T )
and the Scheduled Boarding Time (SBT ) for the detected
flight. Therefore, for passenger i his/her ESD is obtained as
ESDi = SBTi − BP Ti and may represent an estimate of the
slack time STi for each passenger i. However, the reliability
of this estimate depends on the nature of BP T :
• If BP T refers to the time the passenger scans the boarding pass just before passing through the metal detector,
the corresponding slack time is very close to ESD and
can be estimated as:
STi ∼
= ESDi = SBTi − BP Ti

If BP T is obtained when the passenger accesses to the
security area, before queuing for the security service, the
related slack time computed by Eq.1 is overestimated. To
obtain a more reliable estimate, the time spent in queue
by each passenger should be used. It is worthwhile to note
that only the average waiting time can be estimated under
the hypothesis that there is no other automatic detection
system before passing through the metal detector. To this
aim, the approach proposed in [28] is briefly summarized.
Each 15 minutes data are aggregated and the discrete
arrival distribution is obtained based on how many passengers arrive in each time interval. Once obtained this
discrete arrival distribution, the underlying probability
density describing the arrival process is identified by
means of a Chi-Square test. The estimated passenger
probability density function f (x), where x is the Early
Scheduled Delay ESD, is then used to forecast the
number of Expected Passengers EP of flight
∫ j in the
j
given interval ∆t , computed as EP∆t
= Nj · ∆t f (x)dx,
where Nj is the expected number of passengers on flight
j. The total number of Expected
in interval ∆t
∑ Passengers
j
is then given by EP∆t = j EP∆t
. Finally, the Slack
Time ST of passenger i during ∆t can be estimated as:

IV. T HE R ECOMMENDER S YSTEM
Travelers are supported by personalized suggestions generated by an hybrid approach adopting both CB and CF
techniques. In particular, the CB recommendation system are
computed by PAs, while the CF component is generated by
TAs. Recommendations take into account information coming
from: i) PA profiles; ii) positions and time spent inside the
hot-spots ranges; iii) detected purchases; iv) travelers’ slack
time. The recommender process consists of three main steps,
namely: i) selecting the categories potentially interesting for a
traveler; ii) locating the resources (i.e., commercial facilities)
also based on the traveler’s position; iii) generating some
personalized suggestions by considering the traveler’s slack
time ST .
To realize the CB stage, a PA selects for its owner the first
m (a system parameter) categories on the basis of a measure
of his/her interest. In particular, the measure of interest for the
k-th category (i.e., Ik ) is computed as:
Ik = (w1 · lk + w2 · T B k + w3 · T W k ) · pk

(3)

where:
•

(1)
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l is set to 1 / 0 if the associated category was selected or
not by the traveler as a category of his/her interest.

T B (i.e., T W ) is a parameter, belonging to [0.1] ∈ R,
which considers the time T B (i.e., T W ) spent in Bluetooth (i.e., Wi-Fi) hot-spot ranges, where there are items
belonging to the k-th category, as a rough measure of the
interest for thosecategories. T B is computed as:
if τ1 > T B
 0
T B/τ2 if τ1 < T B ≤ τ2
TB =

1
if τ2 < T B
where τ1 and τ2 are system time thresholds (note that
after a time greater than τ2 the value of T B is set to 1).
T W is computed in a similar way.
• p is set to 0.5 / 1 if an item of that category has been
purchased or not. It decreases the value of Ik if an item
belonging to k-th category has been already purchased in
order to give priority to other categories.
• w1 , w2 and w3 are system weights ranging in [0.1] ∈ R,
∑3
with w1 ≪ w2 ≪ w3 and i=1 wi = 1.
Similarly, a TA will select, for each PA in its operating
range, the first m categories popular among similar travelers
(based on their interest degree measures). The similarity
between two travelers u and q (i.e., σu,q ) is calculated by
using the Jaccard similarity measure [35] on the basis of
|P ∩P |
their associated PA profiles (P ) as σuq = |Puu ∪Pqq | , where the
number of categories shared by u and q is divided by the total
number of unique categories in u and q.
Finally, let X be the set of the m CB and the m CF
categories selected for each traveler. Then the commercial
facilities where there are items belonging to the selected
categories will be identified by the PA (by using the data stored
in its profile). Based on the current traveler’s position, his/her
data (i.e., age, sex, job and so on) and his/her slack time ST ,
the most relevant personalized suggestions will be presented
to the traveler.

accessibility, transparency and scalability [47]; although these
RSs are very attractive, only a few systems are really operative
given their intrinsic complexity.
The proposed RS is characterized by locating travelers in
order to identify both their interest and the better facilities
for them. Different localization schemes (based on wireless
connections and a wide range of different sensors) have
been investigated [48] for understanding shoppers behavior
within retail spaces. In [49] a framework that should identify
customers malling behaviors by using smartphones, named
MallingSense, is presented. It consists of three steps; customer
data collection, customer trace extraction, and behavior model
analysis. MallingSense was positively tested on real data. A
store-type RS for physical stores considering the learned customers’ preference’ and temporal influence is proposed in [50].
It finds customers’ preferences in physical stores from their
interaction behaviors, non-intrusively generated from WiFi
logs, confirming that customers preferences are influenced by
intrinsic interests and temporal data. In the same context, [51]
describes a location-aware RS matching customers shopping
needs with location-dependent vendor offers and promotions.
The other main considered question is how identifying
specific travelers’ interests on the basis of their location. In
this paper, it is proposed to assign the same value of interest
to all the categories present in the range of a hot-spot on the
basis of his/her stop time therein. This solution is due to the
impossibility of identifying a specific topic of interest. The
problem is similar to that of measuring the interest in the
topics contained into a visited Web page. In this case, the
same measure of interest is assigned to all the topics present
in a visited page, for instance, based on the time spent by a
user on the Web page, its length or a score assigned by the
visitor. A RS using a similar approach is described in [52]
where the visiting time of a Web page is the main parameter
to estimate the user’s interest in the instances present therein,
while in [53], [54] the typology of the device exploited in the
page access is also considered.

•

V. R ELATED W ORK
Recommender systems (RSs) have been widely investigated
in the literature and their contextualization is beyond our aims.
However, interested readers can refer to [36]–[38]
RSs are generally classified in [39]: (i) Content-based (CB),
based on past users’ interests [40]; (ii) Collaborative Filtering
(CF), searching people having similar interests [41], [42]; (iii)
Demographic, identifying people belonging to the same demographic niche [43]; (iv) Knowledge-based, inferring people’s
needs and references [44]. However, the most performing RSs
are usually the hybrid systems [45], which combine several
approaches to promote mutual synergies, as in [46].
Another common way to classify RSs is based on the
adoption of a centralized or distributed architecture. The first
one is adopted by many RSs because it is easy to implement
given that it exploits a unique server and a unique database to
perform all the tasks. Many e-Commerce sites like Amazon
(www.amazon.com) and eBay (www.ebay.com) implement
this type of RS, mainly by combining CB and CF techniques.
However, these RSs are affected by efficiency, fault tolerance,
scalability and privacy problems. Differently, distributed RSs
exploit more computational resources but guarantee openness,

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper proposed the design of an agent framework to
support air travelers slack time inside departure terminal. To
this aim, for each passenger some suggestions about the commercial opportunities available inside the terminal, potentially
interesting for him/her, are generated. Such recommendations
suitably take into account traveler’s interest, current position
inside the terminal and slack time.
Currently, an app for the free access to some terminal
services is in the designing phase. This app also should
contribute to collect data coming from both travelers and some
hot-spots to perform a preliminary check about the potential
feasibility of the proposed framework.
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